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Definitions, Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

Abbreviation Meaning 

AT Authority Table produced by the Publications Office Metadata Registry team 

FRBR Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records 

FTP File Transfer Protocol 

IMMC Interinstitutional Metadata Management Committee 

OP Publications Office 

XML EXtensible Markup Language 

 

 

DEFINITIONS 

Definition Meaning 

IMFC Interinstitutional Metadata and Formats Committee (IMFC) responsible for the 

harmonisation and standardisation of metadata and formats facilitating the 

information exchange between and amongst the institutions and bodies at 

European level. 

IMMC Core metadata 

 

The minimum set of metadata elements relative to the legal decision making 

process, to be used in the data exchange between the institutions involved and 

the Publications Office. 

IMMC 
Interinstitutional communication protocol that is used for the purpose of 
documents exchange. 

IMMC data channel Unique communication path between two stakeholders using the IMMC protocol.  

IMMC package 
A ZIP format archive which must contain the IMMC descriptor file. The archive 
may optionally contain data files which must be referenced in the IMMC 
descriptor file.  

IMMC descriptor 
An XML file, which validates against the IMMC schema following the specific 
IMMC parsing rules.  

Transmission identifier 

(cmt:transmission @ id) 

Identifier of the IMMC descriptor, which must be used by applications for a valid 
transmission follow up. 

Applications must ensure its uniqueness within the IMMC data channel. 

Technical validation 
Controls that concern the structure of the IMMC package (mandatory contents 
and IMMC package naming conventions). 

Business validation 
Controls that concern the data included in the IMMC descriptor and any data 
files that are included in the IMMC package. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the Document 

The purpose of this document is to describe the IMMC v2 communication protocol i.e. the rules for 

the exchange of messages between the institutions, the Publications Office and its contractors for 

the transmission of documents and their metadata. 

1.2 Scope 

The current specification provides an overview of the principals followed when implementing an 

exchange protocol based on IMMC v2 and describes core request properties that are shared across 

all the domains. 

2 IMMC v2 communication protocol overview 

The IMMC communication protocol defines the exchanged message types between a sender and a 

recipient for the completion of one-way transfers. 

On the business level the exchanges have a scope of a domain. Within the domain there may be 

specified one or more workflows that implement the process of the publication. For each domain 

there is provided additional documentation describing transmission protocol rules specific for that 

domain and possible extensions to the protocol. 

In the scope of the publication workflow there may be needed multiple exchanges between the 

sender and a recipient. The flow of each of these single exchanges is depicted in the business level 

diagram below1. 

 
1 The business level view of the IMMC v2 protocol is identical to the IMMC v3 
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Senders transfer their IMMC packages over a data channel (FTP, e-TrustEx, etc.) and expect an 

answer from the recipient over the same channel. 

On the XML schema level IMMC v2 communication protocol provides support for the request 

descriptor. It does specify the form of the response and ACK/NACK notices. These details need to be 

narrowed down in the domain specific documents within the transmission rules specification. 

Recipients have to apply the following controls upon reception of an IMMC package: 

• Detect the IMMC descriptor. Each IMMC package shall contain only one file named after the 

name of the package and bearing the extension "_immc.xml". This file is expected to be the 

IMMC descriptor. In case that the descriptor has not been detected the recipient has to 

notify the sender that an invalid package has arrived either manually or automatically2. 

IMMC v2 does not provide any specific support for the automatic answer3.  

 
2 Stakeholders have to agree in advance if those notifications will be done manually or automatically. They may 

decide to use only manual notifications for the technical errors if they agree that those errors are rare, can 

occur only during testing phases or, due to their importance and gravity, they shall be always validated 

manually by a system operator (e.g. system technical problems shall be always addressed by systems or 

network  administrators and we cannot rely on an automatic answer in case such problems occur) 

3 IMMC v3 supports this scenario with a cmt:receipt element. 
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• Parse the IMMC descriptor. The root element of the IMMC descriptor is expected to contain 

the "schemaLocation" attribute, which shall point to the exact version of the schema to 

which it conforms e.g. http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core-metadata-

schema/cm3-20160217-0/cdj/curia_transmission.xsd4. If the IMMC descriptor is not 

containing the schemaLocation attribute, the parsing shall be done against a default IMMC 

v2 schema, which has to be agreed in advance between the stakeholders. In case there are 

parsing errors the recipient has to report back to the sender the parsing errors requesting 

redelivery either manually or automatically5. IMMC v2 does not provide any specific support 

for the automatic answer6. 

• Send an (optional) reception notification. IMMC v2 does not provide any specific support for 

the automatic answer7. It is strongly recommended to send the reception notification only 

for packages that have successfully passed the parsing step in order to be able to include also 

the business identifiers. 

• Validate the IMMC package, following the specific automatic validation rules that have been 

defined between the two stakeholders (sender and recipient). Senders and recipients can 

decide on the specific automatic validation rules, which will be applied for every particular 

data transfer. Successful validation notifications are optional but validation errors shall be 

always reported. IMMC v2 does not provide any specific support for the automatic answer8. 

• Process the IMMC package, following the specific processing rules that have been defined 

between the stakeholders. 

• Respond (optionally) back to the recipient providing processing status information. Process 

status notifications will be sent using the specific response element of each stakeholder. The 

response may consist of one or more IMMC packages (to be defined by the stakeholders). 

 

 
4 The IMMC XML schemas, together with the samples and the documentation are organized in different 

directories, according to the domain (e.g. Case Law, General Publications etc.) and published on the MDR 

website (http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/core-metadata/index.html). IMMC3 schemas are accessible online 

at http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/core-metadata-schema/specific_versions_immc3.html 

5 Stakeholders have to agree in advance if those notifications will be done manually or automatically. They may 

decide to use only manual notifications for the technical errors if they agree that those errors are rare, can 

occur only during testing phases or, due to their importance and gravity, they shall be always validated 

manually by a system operator (e.g. system technical problems shall be always addressed by systems or 

network  administrators and we cannot rely on an automatic answer in case such problems occur) 

6 IMMC v3 supports this scenario with a cmt:receipt element. 

7 IMMC v3 supports this scenario with a cmt:receipt element. 

8 IMMC v3 supports this scenario with a cmt:receipt element. 

http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core-metadata-schema/cm3-20160217-0/cdj/curia_transmission.xsd
http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core-metadata-schema/cm3-20160217-0/cdj/curia_transmission.xsd
http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/core-metadata/index.html
http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/core-metadata-schema/specific_versions_immc3.html
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2.1 IMMC package naming conventions 

All messages exchanged within the context of the IMMC communication protocol have to be 

wrapped in a ZIP archive, which filename must adhere to one of the following naming conventions: 

• {filename}.zip 

• {filename}_immc.zip 

The IMMC descriptor of the IMMC package must be named {filename}_immc.xml 

Every application that generates IMMC packages must ensure the uniqueness of the package 

filename within the IMMC data channel. 

The IMMC protocol defines a generic naming convention for the {filename} part i.e.  

• <transmission id>_<date_time>_immc.zip 

• <transmission id>_<date_time>_immc.xml 

However, additional naming convention rules for the {filename} part can be defined by the 

stakeholders. 

2.2 IMMC request types 

A phase workflow indicates a step in the flow of the messages exchanged within a data channel. Its 

use facilitates the handling and dispatching of the messages to the correct workflow.  

The purpose of the “phase workflow”  is to indicate the different production steps of the OJ 

production chain. IMMC v2 Core does not provide any specific element representing the workflow 

phase. The “phase_worklow” needs to be provided in a form of domain extension. 

Each value can either be used as standalone and provide a specific handling instruction by itself or 

require the use of additional fields to precise the request.  

For example the phase workflow "metadata" is not accompanied by additional publication request 

instructions, is standalone and implies that the sender requests to update the metadata of a work in 

CELLAR. On the contrary, the phase workflow "publication" is always accompanied by specific 

instructions inserted in the *:t_publication_request_extension e.g. produce_formex, produce_pdf 

etc.   

The supported values and their usage are further explained in the table below: 

phase_workflow Description Use cases 

metadata Request that concerns/contains only the metadata. caseLaw 

GenPub 

early reading Request for the correction of a work prior to its publication. 

Normally this phase is accompanied by a more precise request 

caseLaw 

Commented [DL1]: TODO review this table and either 
synchronize with IMMC v3 doc or provide only IMMC v2 related 
phases 
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in the IMMC descriptor i.e. with the element for_correction, 

which can be also combined with an early diffusion on eur-lex.  

pre press Phase in which the manuscripts for a document with its model 

are sent to the contractor and at the same time it defines the 

work to be done on this document. 

OJ (IMMC2) 

publication Request for the production of a publication. caseLaw 

delete Request to delete a work from CELLAR.  

cancellation Request to cancel the production of a publication. caseLaw 

close oj Phase in which the OJ is closed.  It contains the OJ-Order Form 

that defines the print run and confirms the delivery times, and 

also the PPF that confirms the final composition of an OJ. 

OJ (IMMC2) 

publication reference Value used in response notifications for the final reference to 

the publication in the CELLAR / EUR-Lex. 

caseLaw 

delivery notice First metadata delivery of the printer enabling forecast in 

NewCeres. 

OJ (IMMC2) 

delivery Contractor's delivery of e.g. PDF/FORMEX, legal analysis, 

summary of EU legislation. 

caseLaw 

OJ (IMMC2) 

LA 

LSEU 

automatic validation Value used in business notifications informing the automatic 

validation status. 

newCERES 

contractor 

manual validation Value used in business notifications informing the manual 

validation status. 

 

redelivery Value used by the contractors when redelivering the products 

which OP has rejected due to insufficient quality. The 

stakeholders, based on the contractual agreement, will define 

its specific semantics, the counting of attempts etc.  

caseLaw 

OJ 

LA 

LSEU 

signature initial Temporary signature. newCERES 

signature request newCERES to initiate the workflows for the signature.  

signature nack Is there any valid scenario that a signature has been or can be 

rejected? 

 

signature ltv Final signature.  

The following values are all OJ related. The corresponding messages that could use these values are 

not yet defined in IMMC. Nevertheless, there could be a use case in the future once the OJ flow will 

use IMMC for all types of communications.  

offer Phase in which the contractor provides us an offer for an OJ in 

LOT4. 

OJ 

offer decision Phase in which our decision concerning the winner of the bid is 

communicated to the contractor. 

OJ 

Formatted: French (Belgium)

Commented [KPA2]: To be removed since they are OJ specific 
and not yet used in v3 

Commented [KPA3]: Since OJ is not yet in v3 better we remove 
them from the documentation even if they are in the schema… 

Commented [KM(4]: They send  an offer request to 4 
contractors  / it is always for the extra OJ not for the daily. It is 
normally a 500 page OJ, they request the printers to give a price and 
then we choose the best price. It's used for purely financial reasons. 
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offer request Phase in which an offer is requested from the contractor 

participating in LOT 4 for an OJ. 

OJ 

ppf Phase in which the OJ composition is communicated to the 

contractor. 

OJ 

control proof Phase in which a control proof for a document or OJ is 

sent/received to/from contractor. 

OJ 

proof Phase in which a proof for a document or an OJ is 

sent/received to/from contractor. 

OJ 

ready for press Phase in which the OJ-Order Form that defines the print run 

and confirms the delivery times, is sent to the contractor. 

OJ 

oj toc Phase in which the contractor sends to OP the table of contents 

of an OJ. It is always after close OJ. 
OJ 

2.3  IMMC v2 exchanges 

The table below summarizes the domains supported by IMMC v2: 

domain Description Workflows 

com   

cor eesc   

council   

eca   

ep   

generic   

lseu   

oj   

po   

 

In each of the domains there may be described multiple workflows consisting of multiple phases that 

follow the communication diagram defined in the section 2. Details for each of the domains and 

supported workflows are provided in a separate specification of transmission protocol rules, located 

in: 

immc2\[DOMAIN]\documentation\IMMC_[DOMAIN]_transmission_protocol_rules_specifications.do

c 
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3 IMMC v2 request 

3.1 Schema entry point 

IMMC 

stakeholder/ 

production 

chain 

MDR9 Namespace 

prefix 

Root element Instances valid against 

schema 

European 

Commission 

com ns510 ec_transmission_request ec-transmission-v1.1.xsd 

ns411 ec_transmission_for_publication_request ec-publication-v1.1.1.xsd 

cor_eesc cor_eesc    

Council of the 

European 

Union 

council counciltrans council_transmission_request council_transmission.xsd 

eca eca    

European 

Parliament 

ep eptrans ep_transmission_request ep_transmission.xsd 

generic generic    

Summaries of 

EU legislation 

lseu lseutrans lseu_transmission_request lseu_transmission.xsd 

Official 

Journal 

 

oj  oj_transmission_request12 

oj_transmission_acknowledgement 

oj_transmission.xsd 

Publications 

Office – 

Internal 

po potrans po_transmission_request po_transmission.xsd 

Publications 

Office 

 pbl publication publication_request.xsd 

 
9 Indicates the directory in which the files are available on the MDR website. If no directory is mentioned then 

the schemas are placed directly under the main directory of each specific version. 

10 The schema's targetNamespace is "urn:eu:ec:transmission:v11" but it is not qualified with a specific prefix. In 

many examples prefix "ns5" appears to be associated with the transmission schema.    

11 The schema's targetNamespace is "urn:eu:ec:publication:v11" but it is not qualified with a specific prefix. In 

many examples prefix "ns4" appears to be associated with the publication schema. 

12 The schema's targetNamespace is "urn:eu:oj:transmission" but it is not qualified with a specific prefix. 

Commented [DL5]: Provide missing details in this table and 
review all the content 

http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/core-metadata/index.html
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3.2 Root element core structure and extensions 

While what each domain uses its own root element provided in a specific schema, so the structure of 

the element is shared, specified using the core type cmt:TransmissionRequestType in imported 

cm_transmission.xsd. 

 The structure of the immc descriptor has 5 main layers: 

Layer Type Description Extension base 

Request TransmissionRequestType Main element encapsulating 

the immc request. 

 

Transmission TransmissionType Description of the 

transmission, mainly the 

sender. 

 

Workflow WorkflowType Specification of the related 

workflow and its phase. 

 

Work t_work Metadata related to the 

work being published. 

 

Expression t_expression Metadata related to the 

expression of the work being 

published. 

 

 

For each of the layers it is possible to specify additional domain specific data using the abstract 

extension elements that can be substituted  by domain specific elements extending one of the base 

extension types. 

3.3 Request core elements description 

 

Element Description 

eptrans:ep_transmission_request Root element. 

It shall also contain the prefix and the target 
namespace of the schema in which it is defined 
(ep_transmission.xsd) and of all schemas which 
are imported in the ep_transmission.xsd. 

Example: 

<eptrans:ep_transmission_request  
xmlns:cmt="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/co
re-metadata-transmission" 
xmlns:cm="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/cor
e-metadata" 
xmlns:pbl="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/pu
blication-request" 
xmlns:eptrans="urn:eu:ep:transmission" 
xmlns:epext="urn:eu:ep:extensions" 

Commented [DL6]: Review the table, copied from EP 
documentation, and rewrite descriptions to be generic and 
excluding extensions. 
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xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:eu:ep:transmission 
http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core -
metadata-schema/{MDR-
RELEASE}/ep/ep_transmission.xsd" 
cm:version_schema="cm-20170207-0"> 

 

@version_schema The attribute, even though optionally defined in 
the schema, it is suggested to be used in order 
to indicate the version of the schema against 
which the IMMC descriptor is valid. Its value has 
to be the MDR release (specific version) 
identifier.   

Example: 

cm:version_schema="cm-20170207-0" 

allowed namespaces xmlns:cmt="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/cor
e-metadata-transmission" 
xmlns:cm="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/cor
e-metadata" 
xmlns:pbl="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/pub
lication-request" 
xmlns:eptrans="urn:eu:ep:t ransmission" 
xmlns:epext="urn:eu:ep:extensions" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" 

cmt:transmission 

@id 

EP-P7-TA-2014-0382-0001 

The transmission identifier has to be unique. EP 
will add a sequential number at the end of the 
main identifier, which shall not be considered by 
OP to bear any semantics. 

Example: 

<cmt:transmission id="EP-P7-TA-2014-0382-0001"> 

 

cmt:institution 

values: at-corporatebodies.xsd 

It shall always contain the value "EP".  

Example: 

<cmt:institution>EP</cmt:institution> 

 

cmt:service The name of the service sending the 
transmission is: Edition-DPU 

Example: 

<cmt:service>Edition-DPU</cmt:service> 

 

cmt:context The name of the application sending the 
transmission is: DPUIMMC 

Example: 

<cmt:context>DPUIMMC</cmt:context> 

 

cmt:date_time Date and time of the transmission adhering to 
the format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sss. 

Example: 

<cmt:date_time>2015-09-22T17:54:48.123</cmt:date_time> 
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cmext:comment Any information that the sender would like to 
express concerning the transmission.   

The element is defined as mandatory; if no 
comment exists then the field should be left 
empty.  

Example: 

<cmt:comment/> 

 

         cmt:workflow  

cmt:work_reference 

@ref 

Every work which is transmitted within a single 
IMMC transmission file shall be referenced 
through its identifier_work under the work 
reference element. Please note that, only the 
works present in the transmission shall be 
referenced.  

Example: 

4 works are transmitted within a single 
transmission, the element will appear 4 times:  
 
<cmt:work_reference ref="P7_TA(2014)0382"/> 
<cmt:work_reference ref="P7_A(2014)0147"/> 
<cmt:work_reference ref="ENVI_AD(2014)521552"/> 
<cmt:work_reference ref="JURI_AL(2014)527960"/> 

 

cm:procedure_interinstitutional Top level element which contains all the 
information pertinent to the interinstitutional 
procedure, the associated event and the 
corresponding work(s). 

cm:identifier_procedure  

     cm:year_procedure 4 digit value to express the year of the 
interinstitutional procedure.  

Example: 

<cm:year_procedure>2013</cm:year_procedure> 

 

     cm:number_procedure The element is defined as a string, yet it has to 
be fil led in according to the following rules:  

the number of the procedure shall be transmitted 
without zero padding left e.g. 141 (not 0141).  

In the event of split procedures the letter shall 
be in uppercase and follow immediately the 
number of the procedure e.g. 141A (not 141 A or 
141 a).   

Example: 

<cm:number_procedure>141</cm:number_procedure> 

 

 cm:event_legal  

             cm:type_event 

             values: at-events.xsd 

EP shall use the following codes as types of 
events within the OLP interinstitutional 
procedure: 

ADP_R1_POS_byEP 

APR_R2_POS_CONSIL_byEP 

RJ_R2_POS_CONSIL_byEP 
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AMEND_R2_byEP 

ADP_R3_byEP 

ADP_NO_R3_byEP 

EP is not restricted to use only these codes, 
however. Additional ones present in the events 
AT can be used depending on the type of 
procedure. 

Example: 

<cm:type_event>ADP_R1_POS_byEP</cm:type_event> 

 

             cm:date_event Date of event is the date of the vote. This date 
is always associated to the event and does not 
change. Its value has to be conformant to the 

format: yyyy‐mm‐dd. 

Example: 

<cm:date_event>2014-04-15</cm:date_event> 

 

             cm:agent_event 

             values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                or 

             values: at‐countries.xsd 

             @role 

             values: at-roles.xsd 

The only agent at the event level shall be the 
"EP" as responsible institution "RESP_INST".  

Example: 

<cm:agent_event  
role="RESP_INST">EP</cm:agent_event> 

 

    cm:type_interinstitutionalprocedure 

             values: 

             at- interinstitutionalprocedures.xsd 

 

Its value shall indicate the type of the 
interinstitutional procedure e.g."OLP" for the 
"Ordinary legislative procedure". 

Example: 

<cm:type_interinstitutionalprocedure>OLP</cm:type_i
nterinstitutionalprocedure> 

 

    cm:basis_legal_procedure The element is mandatory and must be filled in 
according to the rules defined in [R01].  

 
Example: 
 
<cm:basis_legal_procedure> 
     <cm:document_legal>TFEU_2010</cm:document_legal> 
     <cm:article>192</cm:article> 
</cm:basis_legal_procedure> 

 

               cm:work  

                cm:type_work 

                values: at-resourcetypes.xsd 

 

Its value shall indicate the type of the work 
(document) being transmitted. Cf. 1.2 for the 
concrete values. 

Example: 

<cm:type_work>RES_LEGIS</cm:type_work> 

 

                cm:identifier_work Identifier_work shall be unique per work and 
consistent throughout all transmissions. It has 
been agreed that the identifier_work of the 

Commented [CDa7]: This section has to be updated with 
relevant codes for else procedures + completed with OLP added 
codes.  

Commented [CDa8]: in PRELEG context, it is sent ADOPT_TXT 
and would come up to RES_LEGIS as definitive only.  
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provisional and definitve version shall be the 
same for the text adopted i.e.  
P7_TA(2014)0382.  

This strategy shall also ensure that the definitive 
version replaces the provisional one. Also any 
intermediate transmission of a work which bears 
the same identifier shall replace any other 
intermediate version. 

Example: 

<cm:identif ier_work>P7_TA(2014)0382</cm:identifier
_work>  

  

                cm:agent_work 

                values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                or 

                values: at‐countries.xsd 

                @role 

                values: at-roles.xsd 

The only agent which has to be transmitted for 
the text adopted is always the European 
Parliament (code "EP"). The role of the agent 
will be "AUT".  

Example: 

<cm:agent_work role="AUT">EP</cm:agent_work> 

 

                cm:date_work Date of adoption of the work in the plenary 
session. Its value has to be conformant to the 
format: yyyy‐mm‐dd. 

Example: 

<cm:date_work>2014-04-16</cm:date_work> 

 

                cm:version_work Will take the values "provisional" or "definitive". 
No other indication for the version will be used 
for the intermediate transmissions.  

The element is defined as a string. The value 
has to be identical with the one in the example.  

Example: 

<cm:version_work>provisional</cm:version_work> 

                            OR  

<cm:version_work>definitive</cm:version_work> 

 

               cm:extension  

                @xsi:type "epext:t_work_extension" 

Extension has to be used at the work level for 
indicating the metadata specific to the EP, which 
are not part of the core metadata.   

 

  epext:internal_number 
Code associated to the work / identifier_work 
decomposition. Mandatory element when the 
extension xsi:type="epext:t_work_extension" is 
used.  
 
It contains 3 sub-elements:  
 
Prefix: Prefix associated to the work identifier 
(after the corresponding parliamentary term in 
case of TA and A). The prefix helps to identify 
what documents types are used by the 
Parliament within the IMMC context. Although, it 
has been decided that the list of codes cannot 
be restricted and the element has been defined 
as a string, the value expected within the EP 
preleg workflow for the Text Adopted is "TA". 

Commented [CDa9]: This is about report. Should not it be 
postponed in its section?  
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Year: corresponds to the year that the document 
has been emitted. 
 
Number: Sequential number associated to the 
identifier of the work. 

Example: 
 
<epext:internal_number> 
  <epext:prefix>TA</epext:prefix> 
  <epext:year>2014</epext:year> 
  <epext:number>0382</epext:number> 
</epext:internal_number> 

 

  epext:parliamentary_term According to rule 145 of EP Rules and 
Procedures which refer to Act of 20 September 
1976 (41976X1008(01)) "parliamentary term 
shall run concurrently with the term of office of 
Members". By Article 3 par 2 the term 
represents a "five-year period [that] shall begin 
at the opening of the first session following each 
election".  

The value of the element shall contain only the 
number of the parliamentary term e.g. 8 (and not 
P8). 

Example: 

<epext:parliamentary_term>7</epext:parliamentary_t
erm> 

 

  epext:legal_instrument 

  values: at-resourcetypes.xsd 

Type of EU legal act (legislative, non-legislative, 
or non-binding act / article 288, TFEU 2008) 
which is intended to be adopted at the end of 
the decision making process. For example, 
regulation, implemented regulation, delegated 
regulation (the same applies to directive and 
decision).  

The element is defined as optional because it 
may be not always possible for EP to t ransmit 
this information. 

Example: 

<epext:legal_instrument>PROP_REG</epext:legal_in
strument> 

 

  epext:work_initiating 

  @ref 

This is an empty element which contains the ref 
attribute in order to indicate the identifier_work 
of the legal act which initiates the decision 
making process. In most cases it is the proposal 
of the Commission.  

There is always only one initiating document, 
therefore the cardinality has been set to 
maximum occurrences 1.   

Its value will follow the pattern13: 

 
13 This pattern is based on the COMNAT identifier pattern as defined in the CELLAR 

[prefix]_[year]_[number]_FIN[number?]. However EP does not store any information on the versioning of the 

document, therefore will only transmit prefix, year, number and OP will have to add as constant string the 

"_FIN" component. It is not possible also for CELLAR to know the exact version, therefore the actual link will 

always target the final version of the COM document i.e. [prefix]_[year]_[number]_FIN 

Commented [CDa10]: Rules were renumbered a couple of 
times since so 
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[prefix]_[year]_[number] 

Example: 

<epext:work_initiating ref="COM_2013_0267"/> 

 

  epext:work_preceding 

  @ref 

This is an empty element which contains the ref 
attribute in order to explicitly link associated 
documents i.e. the text adopted with the report.  

Note that CELLAR creates automatically the bi-
directional relationship. Therefore only the work 
of the text adopted shall contain this element 
with value the identifier_work of the report.  

Example: 

When describing the work of the text adopted 
<cm:type_work>ADOPT_TEXT</cm:type_work> 

the element work_preceding has to be added in 
the ep extension and target the identifier_work 
of the report 

<epext:work_preceding ref="P7_A(2014)0147"/> 

 

                    epext:directory_code 

                    values: at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd 

Directory code is a classification code for 
documents. This list is managed by OP. The 
element is optional and can appear one or more 
times.  

Note that there is an inconsistency between the 
way EP stores the directory codes (with zero 
padding right) and the way the codes are stored 
in the at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd (without zero 
padding right).  

EP will have to ensure a transformation of the 
codes in order to be able to transmit valid XML 
instances.  

Example: 

 
directory code stored at EP's system as 

"03502000", in IMMC has to be transmitted as 

"035020" 

Example: 

<epext:di rectory_code>035020</epext:di rectory_code> 

 

  epext:eurovoc 

  values: at-eurovoc.xsd 

EuroVoc is a multil ingual, multidisciplinary 
thesaurus covering the activities of the EU. The 
element is optional and can appear one or more 
times.  

Note that there is an inconsistency between the 
way EP stores the eurovoc codes (with zero 
padding left) and the way the codes are stored 
in the eurovoc.xsd (without zero padding left).  

EP will have to ensure a transformation of the 
codes in order to be able to transmit valid XML 
instances.  

Example: 

 
eurovoc code stored at EP's system as 
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"000420", in IMMC has to be transmitted as 

"eurovoc:420" 

<epext:eurovoc>eurovoc:420</epext:eurovoc> 

 

  epext:subject_matter 

  values: at-subject-matter.xsd 

Subject matter is a list of subjects describing the 
content/theme of documents. This list is 
managed by OP. The element is optional and 
can appear one or more times.  

Example: 

<epext:subject_matter>PHYT</epext:subject_matter> 

 

cm:expression 1 expression element shall be used per LV  

cm:language 

values: at-languages.xsd 

Identifies the language of the work at the 
expression level.  

Example: 

<cm:language>ENG</cm:language> 

 

 cm:title 

@lang 

values: at-languages.xsd 

     and 

values: at-multil ingual.xsd 

 

The full, official title of the document will be 
transmitted. The element is defined as a string 
therefore there is no character length limitation 
enforced by the schema. 

Example: 

<cm:tit le lang="ENG">European Parliament 
legislative resolution of 15 April 2014 on the proposal 
for a regulation of the European Parliament and of 
the Council on protective measures against pests of 
plants (COM(2013)0267 – C7-0122/2013 – 
2013/0141(COD))</cm:title> 

 

cm:manifestation EP will transmit only links to documents for the 
preleg workflow.   

cm:reference_manifestation 

@format 

values: at-formats.xsd 

 

@sequence 

Each cm:reference_manifestation element will 
contain the link to a document in a specific LV.  

The purpose of the attribute "sequence" is to 
sort the documents which make up the same 
manifestation.  

EP will NOT use this attribute since there will be 
only one file containing the main work and its 
annex(es).  

The attribute format has to take the value 
"MSG_HTTP". 

Special care has to be taken by EP and OP 
concerning the "&" character contained in the 
links. As XML does not accept this character as 
such but only when encoded as an entity 
"&amp;" it has to be ensured that:  

EP renders the "&" into "&amp;" when 
transmitting an IMMC XML file and 

OP renders the entity "&amp;" into "&" so that 
the link works properly 

Example: 
 
<cm:manifestation> 

Commented [CDa11]: to be verified further with Julia. If 
annexes are transmitted as separated work and referred to using the 
work_related tag, no need to release this “constraint” which is 
actually required by us. 
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   <cm:reference_manifestation format="MSG_HTTP" 
sequence="1">http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/se
arch/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-
PROV(2014)0382&amp;fragment=FULL&amp;language=EN<
/cm:reference_manifestation> 
</cm:manifestation> 

 

 

4 IMMC notifications and responses 

4.1 Notification  

XML schema support for the notifications is available in IMMC v3 only.  In IMMC v2 the format of 

the notifications has to be agreed in the scope of domain specific transmission protocol rules.  

In general such notification can be used for: 

• Reception (successful) notifications (technical ACK messages), without specific 

indication on the validation or processing status of the package. It is expected, 

however, that reception notifications correspond only to valid IMMC packages (i.e. 

they have passed the parsing step). 

• Rejection notifications (technical NACK messages) due to early-processing 

unrecoverable errors (missing IMMC descriptor, parsing errors, etc.). 

• Both positive and negative business validation replies (ACK & NACK messages) that 

are generated by a processing system as a reaction to an IMMC transmission: 

o the sending of positive (ACK) replies is optional (unless explicitly requested for 

a particular workflow from an IMMC stakeholder). Recipients may ignore 

positive ACKs. 

o the sending of negative (NACK) replies is mandatory, whenever an IMMC 

package cannot be processed through its expected workflow. Recipients are 

expected to always react on NACK messages. 

The notifications must contain the business identifiers when the replying system has correctly 

processed and identified them (i.e. for all business validation replies).  

In all cases the there must be indicated the package to which an ACK/NACK message 

corresponds. 

The validation reply shall be provided at the corresponding level 

(transmission/workflow/work/expression/manifestation) to which it has been executed. 

4.2 Technical validation 

4.2.1 Successful notifications (Technical ACK) 

Scenario: The system has received an IMMC package. It was able to detect a valid IMMC 

descriptor, recognize the business identifiers and wants to notify its reception 
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Actions 

recipient responds to sender with a new IMMC package acknowledging the reception of the 
sender's IMMC package 

Sender N/A 

 

The new IMMC package must contain only the IMMC descriptor, which consists of the 

following elements:  

4.2.2 Rejection notifications (Technical NACK) 

 
Scenario: The system has received an IMMC package. It was not able to detect or parse the 

IMMC descriptor and recognize the business identifiers 

Actions 

recipient responds to sender with a new IMMC package14 indicating the problem 

sender sends a corrected IMMC package  

 

The new IMMC package must contain the IMMC descriptor and optionally a validation report. 

The IMMC descriptor consists of the following elements:  

XML schema support for the rejection notifications is available in IMMC v3 only.  

 

4.3 Business validation 

4.3.1 Successful notifications (Business validation ACK) 

 
Scenario: The system has received an IMMC package. It was able to detect an IMMC 

descriptor, recognize the business identifiers and successfully validate content and metadata 

adhering to the established validation rules 

Actions 

recipient responds to sender with a new IMMC package acknowledging the successful 
business level validation 

sender N/A 

 

The new IMMC package must contain only the IMMC descriptor, which consists of the 

following elements. 

XML schema support for the successful notifications is available in IMMC v3 only.  

 
14 In this scenario the IMMC descriptor is either missing or it is corrupted (not parsable IMMC descriptor file). It 

is expected that, by using other means (i.e. data channel configuration) the recipient is able to identify the 

original sender and that a reply via IMMC has to be provided. Otherwise, the invalid package will be silently 

ignored. 
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4.3.2 Rejection notifications (Business validation NACK) 

 
Scenario: The system has received an IMMC package. It was able to detect an IMMC 

descriptor, recognize the business identifiers and wants to notify the violation of the 

established business validation rules 

Actions 

recipient responds to sender with a new IMMC package indicating the business level 
validation problems 

sender sends a corrected IMMC package  

 

The new IMMC package must contain the IMMC descriptor and the necessary validation 

report(s). The IMMC descriptor consists of the following elements: 

XML schema support for the rejection notifications is available in IMMC v3 only.  

Additional information for the validation result can either be inserted in the comment field of 

the validation extension (cf. case 1) or inserted in a validation report(s) file whose filename(s) 

will be referenced in the element "cmext:report_validation" (cf. case 2). 

Example: 

 

Case 1: 
 
<cm:extension xsi:type="cmext:t_manifestation_validation"> 
   <cmext:validation> 
      <cmext:outcome_validation>FAILED</cmext:outcome_validation> 
      <cmext:comment>Missing manifestation</cmext:comment> 
   </cmext:validation> 
</cm:extension> 

OR 

Case 2: 
 
<cm:extension xsi:type="cmext:t_manifestation_validation"> 
   <cmext:validation> 
      <cmext:outcome_validation>FAILED</cmext:outcome_validation> 
      <cmext:report_validation>ECR_61997CC0172_DE_01.vpd.report.xml</cmext:report_validation> 
   </cmext:validation> 
</cm:extension> 

4.4 Process Status notification (response) 

Scenario: The system has received an IMMC package. It was able to detect an IMMC 

descriptor, recognize the business identifiers, successfully validate content and metadata 

and complete the transaction 

Actions 

Formatted: French (Belgium)
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recipient responds to sender with a new IMMC package notifying the process status after the 
transaction completion 

sender The transaction is considered closed. Any further action wi ll have to trigger a new 
IMMC exchange (to be defined by the stakeholders) 

 

The response IMMC package must contain the IMMC descriptor and optionally any other 

data content as defined by the stakeholders. The IMMC descriptor consists of the following 

elements: 

XML schema support for the transmission response is available in IMMC v3 only. 

 


